Commuting Couples
by Claire Driedger ; Ont.) Queens University (Kingston

31 May 2011 . Commuting couples face a rocky marital road compared to their locally employed counterparts,
according to Swedish researchers. 13 Aug 2013 . She found that around 11 percent of the couples she studied had
split by 2000, and more commuter couples separated than those who worked Long Commutes Take Toll on
Marriages, Relationships, Study Finds . Hardships of Commuter Marriage Can Work When Spouses Tackle . The
Commuter Marriage From Military Couples to Job Travelers, Author Gives Tips to Connect during Long Absences.
The Rise of the Super Commuter Diversity Journal 25 Oct 2011 . I am truly happy for these couples, and their
examples encourage me. But only for a moment. Lately, every story of academic commuting misery Dual-career
commuter couples - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia 14 Aug 2013 . A Swedish study linked the length of a couples
work commute to the length of their marriage. According to the study, a person with a 45-minute Together apart:
Commuter marriages on the rise in the U.S
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20 Feb 2012 . More than 3.5 million couples in the United States are in commuter marriages. divorce360.com Book
Review: The Commuter Marriage 31 Jul 2014 . Im also living it myself as the wife of a super commuter for the past
three years. I decided to write Super Commuter Couples because I felt it was 12 Aug 2012 . A commuter marriage
usually involves couples temporarily living apart for a job or other reasons, such as to care for an elderly parent.
Average Commuter couples who make it work University Affairs Super Commuter Couples: Staying Together
When A Job Keeps You Apart [Megan Bearce LMFT] on Amazon.com. *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers.
Married to the job New York Post Why a Long Commute Could Ruin Your Marriage Inc.com Commuter couples
who make it work. Romantic partners who are employed at universities in different cities confront many challenges
in making their Your Commute Might Ruin Your Relationship r/ally - Huffington Post Commuter-marriage Define
Commuter-marriage at Dictionary.com In order to maximize a couples capacity to cope with the commuting
lifestyle, intervention should begin at the decision-making stage, with a discussion of how to . Key Words: marriage,
commuting, family strengths, case studies . The heart of the matter for all commuting couples and families involves
separation; how 10 things commuter couples need to know TIME.com 11 Oct 2013 . Long distance commuting
couples were also less likely to divorce if at least one partner already had a previous experience with commuting
Super Commuter Couples Just what kind of challenges and in some cases, benefits living apart poses are as
varied as the millions of couples in commuter relationships. On one hand As U.S. commuter marriages soar, so do
costs Reuters Therapists and couples who manage long-distance relationships or have absentee spouses reveal
their strategies for staying connected in a commuter . Your Long Commute May Be Hurting Your Marriage CityLab 22 Jan 2013 . Commuter marriage is a growing form of distant relationship. More than 3.5 million couples
in the United States are living in such marriages Are Commuter Marriages Good Marriages? Psychology Today
Commuter couples tackle challenge of long-distance marriage . 5 Apr 2012 . For dual-career academic couples
working in the US, the countrys huge size Yet the long-term prognosis for commuting academic couples, In regard
to couples commuting characteristics, there is much more variation. The period of time couples have maintained
separate residences ranges from Commuting Stress: Causes, Effects, and Methods of Coping - Google Books
Result Commuter couples are a subset of dual-career couples who live apart in separate residences while both
partners pursue careers. Gilbert and Rachlin address As Economy Falters, More Families Are Living Apart for the
Paycheck “Tina Tessinas The Commuter Marriage is the guidebook for which so many couples have been longing.
Always practical, logical, and extremely sympathetic, Divorce Study Shows That Couples With Longer Commutes
Are . 1 Apr 2013 . Commuter couples like Vazquez and McGrath must also adjust to being a couple after leading
independent lives for days on end. Bridging the Distance in a Commuter Marriage - WebMD 8 Oct 2007 . In last
weeks issue I wrote in the magazine and on the blog about the rapid growth in the number of long-distance
marriages in this country. Super Commuter Couples: Staying Together When A Job Keeps . 14 May 2012 . Last
year, 3.5 million couples 18 and older were part of a commuter marriage, according to the U.S. Census Bureaus
current population survey. +Long Commutes Can Drive Couples Apart - ABC News - Go.com 2 Jan 2009 . Such
scenes are hardly unusual for two-career couples with children, but . While most commuting couples interviewed
for this article view the Commuter Marriages - Encyclopedia.com a marriage between spouses who live apart,
usually because of the locations of their jobs, and who regularly travel to be together, as on weekends. Flying solo
Times Higher Education (THE) 11 Jan 2015 . If youve already spent five years or more commuting more than 45
minutes, then youre only 1 percent more likely to get divorced than couples Dual Academic Couples and Long
Distance Living Antenna Book for super commuter couples including advice for keeping relationships strong when
a job keeps you apart by Megan Bearce, LMFT. Coping Strategies For Commuter Marriage Couples - Marriage and
. 9 Aug 2013 . A new report finds a higher rate of separation among couples that travel more than 45 minutes to
work. Miles That Bind: Commuter Marriage and Family Strengths

